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ABOUT XOGEN
TECHNOLOGIES
Mission

Our Company

To provide cutting-edge
Advanced Electro Oxidation
technology to treat wastewater
onsite to destroy ammonia and
other contaminants.

Xogen Technologies Inc. is a
privately-held Canadian
CleanTech company providing
industry and government with
innovative wastewater treatment
solutions.

Xogen’s patented technologies
are capable of revolutionizing
wastewater treatment. The Xogen
process is both more effective,
less costly, and more
environmentally friendly than
traditional alternatives.
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HOW IT WORKS
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Advanced ElectroOxidation (AEO)
Xogen's technology utilizes unique
electrodes to destroy a variety of
contaminants in wastewater. When
powered with electricity, the reactors
generate numerous oxidizing ions. These
quickly react with organics, bacteria, and
ammonia; as well as, pharmaceutical and
personal care products (PPCPs) in
wastewater destroying them in minutes.
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OUR PROCESS
Robust

Odorless
Contaminants are converted into
gases or other chemicals which
are either useful or harmless

The technology is immune to
temperature, pH, and toxic
upsets. Since the process is
electro-chemical there is no
sensitive biology

Eliminate
Trucking

Plug & Treat
Turnkey systems
available that can
quickly startup and
shutdown to be used
as needed.
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Fast, cost-effective
onsite treatment
eliminates costly
trucking or pumping

Cost Effective
Up to 25% less in capital
than traditional
treatment along with
significant operating
cost reductions
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Desktop
Quick desktop assessment and
equipment sizing using
internal models and database
for pricing.

Bench
Have your water treated
on one of our test benches
to provide confirmation
data.
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Pilot
Run one of our automated
pilots at your site to validate
treatment and reliability, while
optimizing economics.
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Operate
Deliver a reliable, low
cost system to meet
your needs. Sale, lease,
and operation options
available.
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CONTAMINANT
DESTRUCTION
POTENTIAL
Advanced Electro-Oxidation
(AEO) has the potential remove
many contaminants. The data
below is a reflection of current
testing.

Feel free to reach out to see if
other contaminants can be
oxidized with the AEO process!
Bench testing for this is available.
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50% less solid
production over
traditional, biological
treatment

99% Ammonia
reduction potential in
minutes

50%

99%

You can even improve color
and UV transmittance with
Advanced Electro-Oxidation

Pilots Available
Try the latest technology by reaching out to
our team!
Xogen.ca
Xogen Technologies, Inc.
Suite 500-885 Dunsmuir Street
Vancouver, British Columbia Canada V6C 1N5
nbolea@xogen.ca
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